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Appendix 1.3 R programs
Further explanation of on the implementation of R is given in Chapter 10.

Appendix 1.3.1 R code to generate Figure 1.1
Program  stripchart
setwd("f:\\Cluster RCTs book\\Data\\R data sets")
desmond<-read.table("desmond.txt", header=T)
attach(desmond)
names(desmond)

hba1c1n<-as.numeric(as.character(hba1c1))

par(mfrow=c(2,1))

stripchart(hba1c1n[random=="I"]~pract[random=="I"],pch=21, main="Intervention Practices k=24, patients n=296", xlab="HbA1c at 1 year", ylab="Practice number")
stripchart(hba1c1n[random=="C"]~pract[random=="C"],pch=21, main="Control Practices k=24, patients n=340 ", xlab="HbA1c at 1 year", ylab="Practice number") 



Appendix 1.3.2 Program to generate clustered data 
Program genranddata
This program generates k=100 clusters of size m=2, with an ICC of 0.05

setwd("f:\\Cluster RCTs book\\Data\\R data sets")


#generate 100 clusters each of size 2

k<-100
m<-2

# generate the clusters
c<-gl(k,m)
n<-m*k

#generate the cluster random effects
a1<-rnorm(k,0,1)
a11<-rep(a1, each=m)
#generate the individual random noise
e1<-rnorm(n,0,4.36)
#Now generate the sum
x<-a11+e1

data<-data.frame(x,c)
write.table(data, "rand.txt", col.names=c("x","c"),row.names=F)


Appendix 1.3.3 Program to calculate the ICC from raw data 
Program calcicc
This program estimates the ICC generated by genranddata using ANOVA and linear mixed models
setwd("f:\\Cluster RCTs book\\Data\\R data sets")
random<-read.table("rand.txt", header=T)
attach(random)
names(random)

# One analysis of variance between clusters

aovmod<-aov(x~c)

#extract the mean squares
ms<-summary(aovmod)[[1]][[3]]

#find variance components
s2w<-ms[2]
s2b<-(ms[1]-ms[2])/m
rho<-s2b/(s2w+s2b)

names(rho)<-"ICC derived from one way anova"
rho

#Using a linear mixed model we need to specify that the constant is fixed and clusters are random
library(nlme)

lmemod<-lme(fixed =x~1, random=~1|c)
s2b1<-as.numeric(VarCorr(lmemod))[[1]]
s2w1<-as.numeric(VarCorr(lmemod))[[2]]
rho1<-s2b1/(s2b1+s2w1)
names(rho1)<- "ICC derived from random effects model"
rho1


Appendix 1.3.4 Program to calculate the compute the ICC for paired data using Pearson’s correlation 
Program pearsonicc
This program estimates the ICC from data generated by genranddata using two forms of Pearson correlation.

setwd("f:\\Cluster RCTs book\\Data\\R data sets")
random<-read.table("rand.txt", header=T)
attach(random)



# Finding pearson's correlation between the first and second variables
# Generate a variable which indicates the first and second observation in a cluster

var<-gl(2,1,200)
x1<-x[var==1]
x2<-x[var==2]
r<-cor(x1,x2)
names(r)<- "correlation coefficient between x1 and x2 "
r

# It is better to ensure the means are the same for the two variables.
# This can be achieved by concatenating x1 and x2 and also x2 with x1 and correlating the extended vectors

x12<-c(x1,x2)
x21<-c(x2,x1)
r1<-cor(x12,x21)
names(r1)<-" correlation between x1:x2 and x2:x1" 
r1


Appendix 1.3.5 Use of user supplied program ICC 

A package ‘ICC’ , by Matthew Wolak includes a number of functions to assist in the estimation of the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) is available in R.  Functions included an estimate of the ICC from variance components of a one-way ANOVA and also estimate the number of individuals or groups necessary to obtain an ICC estimate with a desired confidence interval width.

One needs to ‘load’ and ‘install’ ICC. One of the packages is ICCest which estimates the ICC and gives a 95% confidence interval and the results are shown below.


> ICCest(c,x, data, 0.05, "THD")
$ICC
[1] 0.04652074
$LowerCI
[1] -0.1498308
$UpperCI
[1] 0.2395293
$N
[1] 100
$k
[1] 2
$varw
[1] 20.8661
$vara
[1] 1.018068

The confidence intervals use the method “THD” (Thomas, Hultquist and Donner) are not ideal since they allow negative numbers, especially when the ICC is low and the numbers of subjects per cluster is small. In this case the second method from calcic is better. 

Using the same data, our program calcicc gives the same result for the estimate.

> rho
ICC derived from one way anova 
                    0.04652074


